
Green Gaming
The effect of different settings on a PC on the amount of energy in watts used while 
running rendering and FPS tests.



Purpose

 My purpose for this experiment was to find out how much energy my 
gaming habit consumes and to then find out how big my carbon 
footprint is. 



Background Research
During the experiment to get my Eco-friendly mode I disabled some of the 
technologies that are automatically enabled. One of them being like multi-core 
usage. Which is basically when all the cores work together so when it's off they 
don't work together which is slower but uses less energy. My overclocked mode is 
just a preset that disables some limits and makes them a little faster. Rendering or 
image synthesis is when you are generating a photorealistic image in 2D or 3D. 
FPS stand for frames per second so basically how many times your screen 
refreshes each second. 



Testable Question

What are the best settings to reduce the amount of energy you 
use when running a PC? 



Hypothesis

If I change the settings to a more Eco-friendly mode on my PC then it will 
reduce the energy consumed because certain settings increase the amount of 
energy consumed and others will reduce the amount of energy used. 



Materials

● PC 
● Power Meter 
● Something to record data with 
●  Cinebench rendering software 
● Forza horizon 4 PC edition 
● Peripherals and needs to be running windows 10 



Pictures



Procedure
● Plug in power meter
● Turn on computer and go to the bios (by clicking delete constantly) 
● Change setting in computer to default (for control) and restart pc 
● Go into rendering cinebench for the rendering test 
● Run the test and record the highest wattage consumption
● Then run the benchmark test on forza horizon 4 and measure the highest 

watts consumed
● Turn off pc and let it cool for an hour 
● Turn pc back on and change settings to overclocked
● Run the tests again and record data
● Let pc cool again 
● Then turn pc on and change bios settings to Eco-Friendly mode
● Run the test one more time and record data and repeat the whole 

One more time



Safety precautions 

● Always be careful around outlets 
● Make sure you know how to work the bios of your PC and change 

settings 
● If your PC is getting to hot while running the tests turn it off to make sure 

you don't damage the parts or there life span  



Data
Eco friendly Normal/Control Overclocked 

Rendering 95.0 165.2 167.4

FPS 104.2 151.1 157.1

Rendering 2 95.4 160.7 165.3

FPS 2 104.8 153.2 155.8

Average 99.85 157.55 161.4



Data Chart



Analysis
So the data shows that the Eco friendly settings take much less power to run about an average of 
100 but in the experiment I did see that the performance was worse. I saw the rendering was 
slower than the normal and overclocked modes and in the FPS test it looked a little worse. The 
data also shows that the control and overclocked modes were both very close in power 
consumption with about 110 watts for the normal and 115 to 120 watts on the overclocked one. 
With this data I can say that if you want to save power the eco friendly mode is the best and I 
only saw a small performance drop in the experiment. I also saw that the FPS tests seemed to 
use less energy which I dont think is surprising because in the rendering test you are rendering a 
photorealistic image. This experiment was done without one of the most power consuming parts 
of a computer so data is susceptible to change if you have a PC with the part. 



What is my Carbon Footprint?

With all the data collected I have calculated how many pounds of carbon I use just by my 
gaming habits each year and found out how many trees that is. Each tree uses about 30 
pounds of carbon in its life and with the eco friendly settings on my PC I use about 0.25 
pounds of carbon an hour. So multiply that by 3 because that is the higher end of the 
amount of time I spend a day gaming and then multiple by 365. Then finally when you get 
that answer divide by 30 to get the number of trees you use every year.  After the 
calculation I use about 9 trees worth of carbon each year. So with that data we donated to 
team trees to offset my carbon footprint for a year. 



Conclusion
The eco friendly mode required the least amount of energy to run. 
I also claimed that it was the best overall because in the 
experiment I only saw a small performance drop. Going forward 
with this experiment I might try to measure the power consumption 
off of multiple machines to determine the best parts for an eco 
friendly PC.
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